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r-;ultipseudcpOr’ticlss and Perturbrtion Theory in Large
Drdsr of tao Anharmonic Oscillator
The general formalism recently developed by Lipatcv for calculating




1 ,N = cp +cp +-
by several authors.2’3 The object of interest is the large order bohovicur
of the coefficients in the perturbation expansion of its ground—state energy
E(g), tich twces the form
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Abstract
-:ulii—instsntonu are included in a calculation of
the grsud-stats energy of the anherronic oscillator in large
orders of perturbation theory. Their inclusion verifies a
conjecture of Lengar ann results in a partition function that
reproducen the Ecnder-Wu result.
This calculation is of considerable :Lmpertancs. since it is tns orly ncn-triiol
so far whore the result may Se directly curperco with a previrueiy obsaluod
result, in this caseS that of Bender and Wu.
In tne calculation of Brgzin, Le Gulllou and Zien-dustin,’ the possible
contribution c-f rnulti—instantnno to the leading behaviour of is nor discussed,
They can be neglected if the interchange of the large n limit wtth the zero
temperature limit in the derivation of their Eq. (32) is parmissibas. Tojo
interchange of limits is apparently valid but probably hord to prove. Ci eon its
validity, Eq. (32) follows because the multi-inotantens have higuer Euclideon
action then the instanton givcn by their Eqs. (13) (14) and therefore do not
contribute to the dominant growth of the coefficient of g in the partition
function.
The approach of Collins and Soper3 io somoshet different LOan aha
authors in Ref. 2 as it is more closely connected with earlier ideas of Disoa
and Langar. - It is of interest hare heceuse the interchange of the large n
limit with the zero temperature limit is avoided. However, their ca].culatinn
should be completed by including multi-instantens, which we will do here. When
this is done the result of Bender and Wu again follows.
December 1977. To be published in Poysical Review C.
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•tLC..)b) N jaiv e.xp{- cat (t*t++x14xiJ
The nrr.a.zation factor N is chosen so that Z(i]) a It is assumed that the
continuzticn of 1 to neati.vc cot.pling by replacing g by and letting
-b 2 can be porfonad. presur.ably by a suitable modification of tne space of
psrioeio pacns on which the ±ntsgral for 1 is defined. Since the object of
intarcot .s En for large n. it is avident from (1) that an estimate of IL—).)
for small 3. will suffice. An estimate of Z in this case can be obtained
by sunning ovsr the leading saddle points in x. which are given by
Six] =
The essentials of the calculation of Collins and Soper3 can be stated
as follows: For n 1 En is given by4
‘1+1
E Sr1maC-. (1)
The imaginary part of EL-).) may be obtained from
4 jt.(* t7c-x), (23
with the partition funot±on Z given by the Feynman-Kac integral over periodic
paths 01 period p
where is an arbitrary time origin and the plus (minus) sign denotes an
(ant±—) instanton. The periodicity condition X(’It) Xa(r’/a.)
is satisfied in the limit ft -* so . The inclusion of quadratic f.uctuations
about k results in a contribution to Z given by
, .a*/fle. (8)
where tne factor %. in the exponential is the value of tte2 . Addn;
to this the quadratic fluctuations about the saddle point at x(t) — 0 gives tne
following estimate for Z for small 3.
S Vt ..4/ C’)
This is sne of the main results of tne authors n ref. 3. It 5 also preciz.ely 1
result of Langer.6 vie now wish to show that if multi-instantons are incldcd
in the calculation of Z the result (7) exponentiates. as conjectured by Lar;cr.6
For purposes of illustration we consider two widely separated nstantcns.
The case of n such instantons follows as a trivial generalization. Four quasi
solutions of (3) are
t (4)¾ttsecjtctti ±(45”se.cKLt-t*),
with and satisfying the conditions in (8) bolow. but otnerwise arbitrary.
These are quasi solutions in the sense that the right-hand side of (3) is at most
o Ce. IttLI) for Iti40fz. provided
(83
1t,J’t2.I<<A.
Given (8) they also have the property that





(5), t”)C(t) =±5) se.ch(t-t),
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